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Change in ideology- The ideological development of a rebel-to-party actor 

Abstract 

This thesis is a case study of CNDD-FDD, a former rebel group turned political party in                
Burundi. The analysis will take off in 1994 when the rebel group is established and concluded                
today in 2019 with CNDD-FDD being an increasingly authoritarian one-party ruler. This            
thesis adds to the recent resurgence of literature focused on ideology and how it is changed                
and reshaped in the post-conflict setting. The focus of the analysis is therefore how the               
ideology in CNDD-FDD changes over time. The analysis will use primary sources from the              
actor for capturing their ideology, together with secondary sources for creating context. The             
analysis uses a newly developed theoretical framework by Sindre (2018) consisting of two             
dimensions, a conflict cleavage dimension and a peacebuilding dimension, with the objective            
of capturing ideological change in CNDD-FDD as well as developing the framework. A             
negative shift on both dimensions are observed over time, and a new issue of openness is                
suggested to be added to the peacebuilding dimension.  
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1.0 Introduction 

In the literature on armed groups, ideology as a variable with effect on armed group               

behaviour, post-war trajectory or use of political violence has long been overlooked, with the              

literature mostly focusing on greed and grievances-based explanations. But there has been a             

recent resurgence in literature focusing on ideology as a factor in explaining armed group              

behaviour, post-war trajectories and political violence. Francesco Moro (2017) stresses how           

ideologies are adapted and particularized by armed groups, shaping organizational structure,           

aims, and operational strategies. The armed groups propagate certain norms and values,            

creating sometimes strong cognitive frames. These cognitive frames shape the repertoire of            

action available for each specific group, sometimes leading to an inability of a group to adapt                

to new situations (Moro 2017). He argues that analysing ideology as a carrier of identities,               

institutions, strategies and as normative constraints on group actions is essential. Sanin and             

Wood (2014) assert the importance of not neglecting ideology as an important factor in              

explaining group behaviour, for example in explaining restraint on civilian killings (Sanin &             

Wood 2014, p.214). Without ideology, much of the differences in armed group’s behaviour is              

left unexplained. 

  

Ugarriza and Craig (2013) focus instead on ideology as a dependent variable by             

demonstrating the relevance of ideology in the Colombian civil war, illustrating how            

ideology can help you distinguish armed fighters for different armed groups and arguing that              

a combatants ideological development not only is affected by pre-enlistment factors but as             

well is influenced by the participation in each unique group (Ugarriza & Craig 2013). 

  

But how does the ideology of armed groups change in the post-war setting? Some armed               

groups effectively make the transition from war and the use of violence into parties              

participating in peaceful political processes, while other groups fail to implement their            

political objectives (Dudouet et al 2016, p.9). This question is of high importance as the               

transformation of rebel groups to political parties is a growing phenomena, with Manning and              

Smith (2016) presenting a dataset with all endings of intrastate conflict episodes and whom              

holding one post-war election in between 1990 and 2009 showing that in 54,8 % of the 155                 

cases a party was formed. As Sindre and Söderström (2016, p.111) presents, “The origins of               
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political actors, often deeply affect their organization, political culture, strategic behaviour           

and democratic capacity and participation in the continued (electoral) political game”. The            

research of understanding how the origins affect the post-conflict trajectory of former armed             

groups is therefore very relevant. 

  

Dudouet et al (2016) claims that armed groups which have goals based on a political agenda                

or ideology, and with interest to be part of state governance, are much more effective as                

political actors in the post-war setting. 

  

Curtis and Sindre (2019) motivate why a focus on former rebel groups turned political parties               

can give an important insight into the role of ideology in the post-war setting. Firstly, armed                

groups/rebel groups/movements often outline radical ideas about state transformation. These          

ideas work as an instrumental tool for recruitment, but they also socialize the combatants and               

supporters into an organized group. The groups often have a narrative of why they are               

fighting, which often involve a dispute with the state, and have ideas about what kind of state                 

should replace it, how the state should be transformed. The second reason is that there is a                 

great variation in the post-conflict setting of how these ideas continue to dominate these              

ex-armed groups or how they transform and change to the new setting.  

  

1.1 Research purpose and research question 

This paper's’ aim is to further the knowledge on how the ideology of former rebel groups                

turned political parties’ changes in the post-conflict setting. The research question which I             

aim to answer is, how has the ideology of The National Council for the Defense of                

Democracy-Forces for the Defense of Democracy (CNDD-FDD) changed over the time           

period 1994 to 2019? The secondary goal of this thesis is to add on and build on the existing                   

theoretical framework created by Sindre (2018) to capture ideological change in former rebel             

groups turned political parties. The framework is new and has only been applied on the three                

cases which are presented with the new framework, so room exists for further building on the                

framework. By applying the framework on this empirical case, I aim to refine it and generate                

new theoretical insights which in the future can be generalized and be added to the existing                

theoretical framework.  
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1.2 Relevance and contribution 

The research question is important in field of peacebuilding since rebel groups often adopt              

exclusive and divisive ideologies during conflict which can be an obstruction in creating a              

stable peace, so to understand how these ideologies change in peacetime can be a great               

contribution to the peacebuilding field. The aim of adding on and refining the theoretical              

framework by Sindre (2018) is relevant as the research on ideological change in former rebel               

groups turned political parties is new so to develop effective theoretical tools for capturing              

ideological change is crucial for the research field. This paper contributes with new             

theoretical insights related to the existing theories and increases knowledge how the ideology             

of a former rebel party turned political party can change over time.  

 

1.3 Background to conflict 

The structural causes of the conflict in Burundi are deeply rooted in the ethnic tensions               

experienced between the Hutu majority and the Tutsi minority after the gained independence             

in 1962 following the departure of the Belgian colonizers. In 1965 the Hutu Prime Minister               

Pierre Ngendadumwe was assassinated which made the coming elections deeply ethnicized.           

In 1972, a Hutu rebellion slaughtered around a thousand Tutsi civilians, which led to horrible               

repression of the Hutu elite. After this event, the security and military forces which was               

mono-ethnic Tutsis saw themselves as the protectors against a Hutu genocide attempt, while             

the Hutu saw the security and military forces as the cause of their suffering. The 1972 crisis                 

forced tens of thousands of Hutus into exile, resulting in a even more acute social               

marginalization of the ethnic majority. The Hutus were excluded from decision-making and a             

discriminatory policy for schooling was imposed towards the Hutus. In 1987, a new surge of               

violence commenced as Major Buyoya (Tutsi) grabbed power after a coup d'etat, leading to              

violent conflicts with the Hutu majority. In 1988, a Hutu revolt led to a new massacre of                 

Tutsi civilians, which was then crushed by the Tutsi-dominated state. Following 1988, the             

President Buyoya initiated political reforms and opened up for discussion about the taboo             

ethnic issue as well as opening up for Hutu influence in the State. This lead to the first free                   

multi-party election in 1993 (Nindorera 2012)(UCDPa 2018). The structural causes and           

history of Burundi is very relevant for understanding the current state of affairs and the               

ideology of CNDD-FDD.  
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The direct cause of the conflict was the assassination of the newly elect Hutu president               

Melchior Ndadaye in 1993, which resulted in a civil war erupting which was fought between               

several Hutu rebel groups, including both CNDD-FDD which was the largest rebel group,             

and FNL, which were at the time known as Party for the Liberation of the Hutu People                 

(Palipehutu), against the Tutsi-dominated state (Nindorera 2012)(UCDP 2018). The conflict          

with CNDD-FDD and the state lasted from 1994 until 2005 when the group won the election                

and the leader of the party, Nkurunziza, was elected president. The conflict with             

Palipehutu-FNL ended in 2008 after the signing of a new peace agreement that finally let the                

rebel group turn into a political party, which it did in the following year (UCDP 2018). 

  

The case of CNDD-FDD is chosen as it is a typical case of rebel-to-party actor, as the                 

ideology of the group is one that is similar of many other rebel-to-party actors. Although the                

variable of ideology apparently has a lot of variance between each case, my attempt is to have                 

a case as typical as you can find. The party is a case of a former rebel group with grievances                    

focused on ethnic inequality and regionalist issues (Rufyikiri 2017) (Nindorera 2012), which            

is representative for many of the cases of ex-rebel groups turned political parties, making the               

case presented useful for the objective of theory development. 

  

Ideology is a factor which has often been given less attention in political science after the end                 

of the Cold War, but a recent resurgence of research on ideology has once again put it on the                   

agenda and it is from here that I wish to continue on this trend as I see further knowledge on                    

ideology and how it changes over time to be crucial for a better understanding of political                

parties and especially rebel-to-party actors which is the focus of this paper.  

 

1.4 Delimitations 

This paper is descriptive, so the focus is purely on how the ideology can be observed to                 

change over time. Explanations as to why or causal mechanisms are beyond the scope of this                

paper. This is due to two reasons, first one being that the research subject is relatively new so                  

descriptive studies are needed for giving a broader picture of the subject before any attempts               

at explanatory studies, second reason is the time constraint for this paper. As this paper is a                 

case study, the aim is not to generalize the empirical facts of this case but rather the goal is to                    
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discover new theoretical insights linked to the existing theoretical framework which can then             

be tested on other cases and hopefully become generalized in future research.  

 

1.5 Summary and Outline 

The ambition of this thesis is to analyse the ideological development of CNDD-FDD from it               

start as a rebel group to present day as the ruling party in Burundi. For the analysis I will use                    

the theoretical framework created by Sindre (2018) which will be presented in the following              

section. The framework is divided into two dimensions, a conflict cleavage dimension and a              

peacebuilding dimension. By applying Sindre’s framework on my case I also aim to be able               

to add on to the existing framework with new theoretical insights generated from the analysis.               

The method selected for analysing the ideology of the group is a qualitative content analysis.               

The analysis is divided into two periods, the Rebel Group Period of 1994-2005 and the               

Political Party Period 2004-2019, with each period having three subsections. The analysis            

finds a negative shift over time in both the conflict cleavage dimension and the peacebuilding               

dimension, and a new issue is added to the peacebuilding dimension called openness. The              

new issue of openness can help to further develop the peacebuilding dimension as it is in this                 

case the clearest ideological change observed over time.  

 

2.0 Theoretical Framework and Previous Research 

This section starts with a discussion of defining ideology as the concept needs to be clearly                

defined before doing the analysis so it is clear what I aim to capture, followed by a                 

introduction into the previous literature focused on how ideology can change, giving the             

reader a quick overview of the current literature, and then concluding with the presentation of               

the theoretical framework which I will use for my analysis and a critical discussion on the                

usefulness of this framework for my case. 

  

The theoretical conceptualization of ideology has a long history, with the meaning and             

definition of the concept having evolved and changed since its beginnings in French             

Enlightenment philosophy (Stråth 2013, p.2). Stråth (2013) finds that today the definition of             

ideology can be concluded as “...seen simultaneously as an instrument that provides            
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orientation and initiates political action and as an instrument to control the world manipulated              

by the powers that be or want to be. “(Stråth 2013, p.16) 

  

For studies of armed groups in civil wars, Sanin and Wood (2014) give a definition of                

ideology as “...systematic ideas that forms a constituency, that shapes the challenges the             

group face, the objectives to seek on behalf of the group and a ambiguous plan of action”                 

(Sanin & Wood 2014, p.214). Craig and Ugarriza (2013) defines ideology as” ...a set of               

political beliefs that promotes a particular way of understanding the world and shapes             

relations between members of a group and outsiders, and among members themselves” and 

“second, we understand ideology to be a corpus of thought that incorporates and arranges a                

series of more specific elements usually present in armed conflict, such as doctrines,             

narratives, symbols and myths” (Craig & Ugarriza 2013, p.450). This is a broader but still               

sharp definition of ideology and it is with this definition ideology is captured for this thesis.  

 

2.1 Previous Research 

In her work on the former rebel group now turned ruling party The Ethiopian People's               

Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF), Aalen (2018) analyses how the wartime ideology           

of the former rebel group has changed in the new context as a ruling party. She finds that                  

former rebel groups with clear goals and a stronger/firm ideology has a higher likelihood of               

keeping these same ideas and goals after the conflict has ended. She also argues that the                

ideology of former rebel groups turned ruling parties should not be considered as static, but               

rather that ideology should be seen instead as a malleable, adaptive discursive tool, which in               

the case of EPRDF is used for controlling state power. One of the key elements to why                 

EPRDF has consolidated its position as ruling party is due to the adaptive use of its wartime                 

ideology in peacetime (ibid, p.13). Berti (2019) focuses instead on the hybrid armed political              

groups Hamas and Hezbollah, analysing how the ideology of the groups interact with the              

political and governances’ customs of the groups. She concludes that far from being purely              

instrumental, ideology shapes and affect how armed groups interact and relate to the political              

institutions and the state. Both Hamas and Hezbollah must adjust their ideological position             

which deny the legitimacy of the political system, so she finds a constant struggle for               

expressing a coherent and a continuous ideology versus the same time trying to adapt and               

change to become accepted in the broader political realm. But ideology is not only a               
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constraint for the groups, their ideological commitment to social work has helped them to              

build a political identity which bolstered them in coming forth as political parties (ibid,              

p.530-531).  

 

Engeland and Rudolph (2006, p.184) finds in their study of the transition of 11              

rebel/resistance groups to political parties that all groups which made a successful transition             

into a political party emphasizes ideas of democratic participation, social justice and            

nationalism. In his work on identity change and rebel party political success, Ishiyama (2019)              

examines if change in identity, identify being either change of image or ideology, can affect               

the electoral success of former rebel parties when they enter the political arena. He finds a                

considerable impact on electoral success of parties which expresses a strong condemnation            

and rejection of violence. Parties which change identity like this are more likely to have more                

electoral seats and to be more included in executive power. He also makes the argument from                

his results that it would appear as electorally successful parties are less likely to return to                

violence (ibid, p.477-478). These previous works demonstrates the impact ideology has on            

the transformation of former rebel parties into political parties, including how the wartime             

ideology of the former rebel groups can change or be adapted in the post-conflict setting or                

how it can be used as a tool to consolidate power as a ruling political party.  

 

Because the case chosen for this paper, CNDD-FDD, being not only a former rebel group but                

also is a case of a political party, and a ruling political party, there is also relevant to have in                    

mind how and why ideology changes in all political parties but also how being a ruling party                 

might affect the ideological change. Lewis (2018) finds in his study of party ideology              

development in the U.S that changes in which party controls the state affects their ideology               

development on economic issues. He also finds that parties which remain longer with power              

starts to change their ideology to support a stronger national government and be more              

positive towards economic interventions, and the opposite change can be found in the             

opposition party who becomes less supportive of a strong national government and less             

supportive of economic interventions. The aim of this thesis is however not to test hypothesis               

about how ruling might affect the ideological change over time, but rather to describe the               

specific case of CNDD-FDD. However, having this fact in consideration can hopefully help             

generate more hypothesis related to ideological change in rebel-to-party actors.  
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2.2 Theoretical framework  

This section will present the theoretical framework by Sindre (2018), followed by a critical              

discussion of the framework and how it will be adapted and used for this thesis. 

 

Sindre (2018) provides a new theoretical framework for capturing and analysing relevant            

ideological change, with specific focus on former secessionist rebel groups turned into            

regionalist political parties. The framework overcomes the conventional focus if groups have            

abandoned their radical goals or not, and instead provides a more detailed understanding of              

party ideology and how it absorbs new perspectives both during the wartime and as well as a                 

political actor in peacetime. It also aims to capture how parties have moderated on core issues                

which either helps to uphold or break down the conflict cleavages and thus open for an                

increase in alliance formation (Sindre 2018, p.487). 

 

The theoretical framework is divided into two dimensions, the conflict cleavage dimension            

and the peacebuilding dimension. The conflict cleavage dimension includes the most           

distinctive elements of the ideological bedrock in secessionist movements: ethnic          

differentiation and territorial autonomy. Sindre (2018) suggest that these issues will be of             

high importance in any ethno-nationalist party, and the prominence of these issues in party              

discourse in a post-war setting can indicate an ideological change in the party and if the party                 

has adopted a less hostile ideology or not. To measure change, she presents what should be                

considered a minimalist shift and a maximalist shift on both issues. A minimalist shift on the                

territorial autonomy issue would be “...the formal endorsement of regionalism” and a            

maximalist shift would be” ... the recognition that the region is a territorial entity within the                

larger state”. On the ethnic differentiation issue, a minimalist shift meaning a moderation of              

discourse would here be”...abandoning xenophobic language directed at the ‘other’ and           

especially the dominant ethnic group” and a maximalist shift would be “...the full             

endorsement of a multi-ethnic state” (Sindre 2018, p.489-490). 

  

The peacebuilding dimension includes two issues: “...attitudes towards conflict resolution          

mechanism and the extent to which they promote democratic pluralism” (Sindre 2018,            

p.490). Attitudes towards conflict resolutions are for example if the conflict ended with a              
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settlement, that the parties accentuate their role in creating a peaceful settlement, while             

presenting themselves as promoters of peace. The opposite would be if the parties sees the               

peace agreement as a source of contention itself, seeing political reform as an impossible. The               

second issue, democratic pluralism, is important for evaluating if parties change their            

attitudes to be more compromise oriented. In this analysis, democratic pluralism refers to if              

the parties attempt to build alliances and to what extent they tolerate pluralism. So, a change                

in ideology in this dimension is to be captured by to what extent parties attempt to reorganize                 

themselves into more compromise-oriented and pluralist fashion. Sindre (2018, p.492)          

defines a minimalist shift in ideology as “...adherence to the rules of democracy “and a               

maximalist shift as “an explicit effort to adopt pluralist attitudes aimed at compromise and              

collaboration”. 

 

2.2.1 Limitations of theoretical framework 

Sindre’s framework fits with the definitions of ideology used for this thesis as the framework               

is created using similar definition of the term as I have for this thesis. However, the                

framework has a rather narrow definition for ideological change, focusing on just a few              

issues which could represent ideological change. This could increase the risk to miss smaller              

nuances in ideological change that could have occurred and leave the analysis lackluster.             

Nonetheless, the framework works well to capture the most relevant ideological change when             

it comes to former rebel parties becoming political parties as the ideas about ethnic              

differentiation, pluralism, territorial autonomy and attitudes towards conflict resolution         

mechanisms are some of the more important issues for understanding how or if a party's               

ideology change to become less hostile and more compromise-oriented or the opposite.            

Sindre's framework is created for former secessionist rebel groups, which my case of             

CNDD-FDD is not as they did not have any goals of secession. In spite, the framework is                 

useful for this case as the ethnic dimension of the conflict is central in understanding it, and                 

regionalist issues are prevalent in the pre-conflict as well as post-conflict context. But my              

analysis will not use the issue of territorial autonomy, as it is not relevant for my case, but                  

general regionalist issues will be analysed. A flaw with the framework is that the minimalist               

and maximalist shift are only designed to measure positive change, which makes the             

framework unclear how to measure a negative shift. Therefor, an operationalization of how to              

measure a negative shift on the issues will be discussed in the method section.  
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As mentioned, the framework is rather narrow as the cases which fits in all the issues are not                  

great which is also true for my case of CNDD-FDD, but the framework is flexible as Sindre                 

(2018) points out in her conclusion “Due to its flexibility the typology also provides a               

framework for comparative analysis across different types of rebel groups beyond the            

ethnoregionalist context discussed here” (Sindre 2018, p.508). This opens up for adapting it             

to the case chosen for this thesis.  

  

3.0 Method 

The method section is structured as following; (1) a discussion of case-study typology and              

research design, (2) a presentation of the qualitative content analysis method selected for this              

paper, (3) case and data selection discussion, (4) operationalizations and a overview of the              

structure of the analysis.  

The research design of this thesis is a descriptive qualitative case study. I select a descriptive                

design for this thesis because the research on how ideology in former rebel parties turned               

political parties’ changes over time is still new and a deeper understanding in how ideology               

can change in these cases are lacking. So before attempting to explain why, a deeper               

understanding of how ideology can change is needed. The qualitative method is selected             

because the phenomena of ideology can be hard to uncover in text material solely by               

counting words, so a qualitative method which allows a deeper search in the text material can                

be a more useful tool for analysing ideology. A case study can be understood as “...the                

intensive study of a single case where the purpose of that study is - at least in part - to shed                     

light on a larger class of cases” (Gerring 2007, p.20). The intensive study of a single case                 

allows for exploring new possible theoretical insights which can be generalized and added on              

to the framework. For this study the purpose is therefore to find theoretical insights which can                

be generalized, rather than generalize the empirical findings of the case.  

This thesis is a theory-guided case study, which Levy (2008, p.4) describes the characteristics              

of as “...they are explicitly structured by a well-developed conceptual framework that focuses             

attention on some theoretically specified aspects of reality and neglects others”. The structure             

of the analysis is based in the theoretical framework of Sindre (2018), which is specified to                

capture ideological change over time in former rebel groups turned parties. The goal with a               
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theory-guided study is not to generalize empirical findings but to attempt at generalizing             

theoretical insights. 

In the analysis I work deductively by applying a theoretical framework on the empirical case               

which generates empirical findings related to the existing theories and I work inductively             

searching the text material for issues which could be added to the theoretical framework.  

 

3.1 Qualitative content analysis 

The method I will use for the analysis is a qualitative content analysis, which is described as                 

“a set of techniques for the systematic analysis of texts of many kinds, addressing not only                

manifest content but also the themes and core ideas found in texts as primary content”               

(Drisko & Maschi 2015, p.82). The focus of content analysis is on meaning. Works on               

content analysis can require interpretative elements, yet the focus is usually on description.             

The method allows for examining the complexities of language and communications in a             

manner that is not feasible with a quantitative method, and qualitative content analysis can be               

used to discover new areas of research, describe complex phenomenon and test and develop              

new theories. Even though qualitative content analysis allows for interpretation, which is not             

allowed in quantitative analysis, the method is the least interpretative in contrast to other              

qualitative research. This is because the qualitative content analysis has a goal of describing  

patterns and recurrences, and there is no command to re-present the data in any other way                

than it is found (ibid, p.82-87). Qualitative content analysis is seen by many as a optimal                

method to find meaning in communication (ibid, p.90), and this is the main reason why it is                 

optimal for this thesis. To find the ideas expressed in the communication from CNDD-FDD              

is the objective and I consider the method selected to be the most effective at that. Since it is                   

a method requiring interpretations, a problem inherent with the method is that a text can be                

interpreted differently by different persons. What becomes important then is to be clear why              

and how an interpretation is made, which will be a rule I follow in the analysis as to make the                    

interpretations I make clear.  

 

3.2 Case selection 

My case selection of CNDD-FDD is a case of rebel to party transformation, and although               

ideology varies at least to some degree between every rebel to party actor, this case can still                 
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be argued to represent a more typical case of rebel-to-party actors. A large proportion of               

conflicts today and historically have had an ethnic dimension, which the conflict with             

CNDD-FDD obviously involved. The background to the conflict is severely grounded in the             

colonization of the people living in Burundi and ideology expressed of CNDD-FDD clearly             

reflects the idea that the ethnicization of the people in Burundi is a consequence of the                

colonization. This aspect is also found in many conflicts around the world and former rebel               

groups turned parties. The ideology of CNDD-FDD is also one gathered around the ideas of               

changing a corrupt and unjust system and achieving a more democratic system. Considering             

the trajectory after becoming a political party, the ideological development is not yet clear as               

that matter is for the analysis to conclude, but what is clear is that the party quickly has                  

developed in a more authoritarian way than what their initial ideology has called for, which I                

would argue is a relatively typical development of former rebel parties turned political             

parties. For example, Lyons (2016) finds this development in three different cases of rebel              

groups turned political party in Rwanda, Ethiopia and Uganda). A typical case offers a              

possibility of greater insight into the larger phenomena of the study, which is the change of                

ideology in former rebel groups turned political parties (Gerring 2008, p.6). As this research              

question is relatively new still, there exists no real theories of how ideology is expected to                

change in former rebel groups turned political parties, and therefore a typical case is relevant               

for generating hypothesis and the eventual development of theory. So why the case of              

CNDD-FDD is chosen over any other case is; (1) the case fits rather well with the theory, but                  

not perfectly which allows for building and adding on to the theoretical framework and (2) it                

is a typical case which allows to generate theoretical insights which can be tested on other                

cases and hopefully add on to the theoretical framework.  

 

3.3 Source selection 

The material I will use for my analysis will be mostly primary sources as mentioned before,                

such as party manifestos, communiques, pamphlets, statements and the like. I will also have              

secondary sources to put in context the primary sources I use for the analysis. The primary                

sources I use are from a compilation made by the Great Lakes of Africa Centre, which is a                  

project by University of Antwerp (2019) to stimulate research and policy engagement about             

the Great Lakes region. The compilation consist of documents released by CNDD-FDD from             

1998 until 2016, and it is a mix of communiques, manifestos, statements and declarations.              
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Because the purpose, shape and focus of the documents differs I have had to select the                

material most useful for the purpose of this thesis which is to capture the ideology of the                 

actor and observe how it changes. I have therefore selected the material most useful based on                

the criteria of what the apparent purpose behind the document have, for example if it's a                

political manifesto presenting ideas of the actor or if its a short comunique related to a                

specific incident, the document of interest for the analysis will be the political manifesto. The               

criteria is not specifically related to the type of document, but rather if the document               

expresses political ideas or is just expressing some kind of formal statements. It would be               

preferably to compare the same type of documents over time, for example political             

manifestos only. This is however not possible for the reason of how the material is made up                 

of. But by analysing similar type of documents over time (political ideas expressed), I can               

still describe and compare the ideology over time.  

 

The primary sources are in French but will be translated to English with a translation               

program, Google translate, which is a weakness for performing an qualitative analysis.            

However, from having knowledge of both Spanish and Italian I can understand French at a               

basic level which allows me to search the texts for passages more important for the analysis. I                 

will also use the help of a friend who knows French to check my translations. By being both                  

careful and meticulous with the translation, while having some basic understanding of French             

and a friend which helps me control my translations, I consider it possible to do a thorough                 

qualitative content analysis of the subject.  

 

3.4 Operationalizations 

To capture the ideology of the actor, the presence and the prominence of each of the issues                 

which are part of the two dimensions will by analyzed. The peacebuilding dimension include              

the issues of attitudes towards conflict resolutions and democratic pluralism, and the conflict             

cleavage dimension for this analysis will include the issue of ethnic differentiation. To             

capture the ideas regarding these issues, the analysis will focus on how central the issues are                

in the texts analyzed, how often are these issues mentioned and how are they presented, for                

example if the ideas are represented negatively or positively regarding the issues. As one goal               

of this thesis is to add on to the theoretical framework, the analysis is also focusing on finding                  

new issues which could potentially be added on to the framework. This search will be based                
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in the theoretical framework, and specifically the two dimensions. The conflict cleavage            

dimension is constructed to discover if a ideology has changed to become less or more               

hostile, while the peacebuilding dimension is constructed to find if the ideology has changed              

to become more or less compromise-oriented. The search will be for issues which could be               

added to either one of the two dimensions. The issues which are discovered will then be                

analyzed with the same criteria as the issues which are already part of the framework, as to                 

centrality, how often it is mentioned and how the issue is presented.  

 

To observe if the ideology changes over time, the analysis will use the minimalist and               

maximalist shift defined by Sindre (2018). For the issue of ethnic differentiation, I use              

Sindre’s definition where a minimalist shift on the issue is ”...abandoning xenophobic            

language directed at the ‘other’ and especially the dominant ethnic group” and a maximalist              

shift would be “...the full endorsement of a multi-ethnic state” (Sindre 2018, p.489-490). As              

mentioned in the limitations section, the framework does not include how to capture a change               

if it is negative which is a problem. Consequently, I will define a negative minimalist and                

maximalist shift for each of the issues. On the ethnic differentiation the negative minimalist              

shift is “an increase in xenophobic language directed at the ‘other’ and especially the              

dominant ethnic group” and a negative maximalist shift “a return to ethnically targeted             

violence”.  

 

For the issues included in the peacebuilding dimension, attitudes towards conflict resolution            

mechanisms and the extent to which they promote democratic pluralism, a minimalist shift on              

the issue of democratic pluralism is defined by Sindre (2018, p.492) as “... adherence to the                

rules of democracy” and a maximalist shift “...an explicit effort to adopt pluralist attitudes              

aimed at compromise and collaboration”. A negative minimalist shift on this issue is then              

defined as “not adhering to the rules of democracy” and a negative maximalist shift is defined                

as “a complete rejection of pluralism”. The issue of attitudes towards conflict resolution             

mechanisms is not defined by Sindre (2018) with a minimalist or maximalist shift, but the               

issue is supposed to capture if the party emphasize their roles in creating peace by signing a                 

peace agreement and if they present themselves as bringers or defenders of peace, while the               

contrary position would be if they present the peace agreement as a source of contention,               

being critical of signed peace agreements (Sindre 2018, p. 491). Thus, I define a minimalist               
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shift as “a discourse positive towards signed peace agreements” and a maximalist shift as              

“presenting themselves as bringers and defenders of peace by being part in peace             

agreements”. A negative minimalist shift is defined as “a discourse negative towards signed             

peace agreements” and a negative maximalist shift defined as “a rejection of former signed              

peace agreements”.  

 

In the analysis a new issue of openness is discovered which could potentially be added to the                 

peacebuilding dimension. The issue of openness takes into consideration how ideas about            

openness to cooperation or trade with other states or actors are presented. Ideas positive              

towards cooperation with others and/or trade with others can testify to an ideology more              

compromise oriented, while ideas expressed negative towards cooperation and/or trade, a           

isolationist ideology, can testify to a less compromise oriented ideology. This issue will be              

further developed in the analysis and discussion sections. On this issue, a minimalist shift              

would be “a discourse exhibiting positive ideas to cooperation and trade with other states or               

actors” and a maximalist shift would be “encouraging and promoting cooperation and free             

trade with other states or actors”. A negative minimalist shift would be “a discourse,              

manifesting negative ideas towards cooperation and trade with other states or actors” and a              

negative maximalist shift would be “a discourse promoting an isolationist ideology opposed            

to cooperation and trade with other states or actors”. For an overview of all the               

operationalizations I present a table in the following page. 
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Table 1. Operationalizations to capture ideological change 

1. 
Dimension 

2. Issue 3. Minimalist/maximalist shift 4. Negative  
minimalist/maximalist shift 

 
 
 
 

Conflict 
Cleavage 

 
 
 
 

Ethnic 
differentiation 

Minimalist shift: ”...abandoning xenophobic    

language directed at the ‘other’ and      

especially the dominant ethnic group”.     

Maximalist shift: “...the full endorsement of      

a multi-ethnic state”  

Negative minimalist shift: “an    

increase in xenophobic language    

directed at the ‘other’ and     

especially the dominant ethnic    

group”. Negative maximalist   

shift: “a return to ethnically     

targeted violence” 

 
 

Peacebuilding  

 
 

Democratic 
pluralism 

Minimalist shift: “... adherence to the rules       

of democracy” .Maximalist shift: “...an     

explicit effort to adopt pluralist attitudes      

aimed at compromise and collaboration” 

Negative minimalist shift: “not     
adhering to the rules of     
democracy”. Negative maximalist   
shift: “a complete rejection of     
pluralism” 

 
 
 

Peacebuilding  

 
 
 

Attitudes towards 
conflict resolution 

mechanisms 

Minimalist shift: “a discourse positive      

towards signed peace agreements”.    

Maximalist shift: “presenting themselves as     

bringers and defenders of peace by being       

part in peace agreements” 

Negative minimalist shift: “a    
discourse negative towards signed    
peace agreements”. Negative   
maximalist shift: “a rejection of      
former signed peace agreements” 

 
 
 
 

Peacebuilding  

 
 
 
 

Openness 

Minimalist shift: “a discourse exhibiting     

positive ideas to cooperation and trade with       

other states or actors”. Maximalist shift:      

“encouraging and promoting cooperation and     

free trade with other states or actors” 

Negative minimalist shift: “a     
discourse manifesting negative   
ideas towards cooperation and    
trade with other states or actors”.      
Negative maximalist shift: “a    
discourse promoting an isolationist    
ideology opposed to cooperation    
and trade with other states or      
actors” 

 

 

To briefly summarize, the ideology over time will be captured by analysing the issues              

presented from the criteria’s of centrality in the texts, the frequency these issues are              

mentioned and how the issues are presented. To capture if the ideology has changed over               

time and to which degree I will use the minimalist and maximalist shift definitions presented               

above. A focus will also be applied to develop the new issue of openness discovered in the                 

analysis.  
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4.0 Analysis 

The analysis will be divided into two time periods, with four subsections for each part               

consisting of the conflict cleavage dimension, the peacebuilding dimension, the openness           

issue and a summary of the ideology. The first time period is called the rebel group period                 

from 1994-2004 and the second time period is the political party period of 2004-2019. The               

analysis will be a mix of analysing the primary sources of the actor while providing a context                 

with secondary sources for better understanding the ideology expressed and its development. 

  

4.1 Rebel Group Period 1994-2005 

CNDD-FDD was created after a split in the organization of CNDD after a leadership              

struggle. For this analysis I will analyse CNDD from 1994 to 1998, then after the split of the                  

group in 1998 I will focus on the CNDD-FDD which is the splinter group that became the                 

biggest rebel group and turned political party in 2005. During the period of 1994-1998 FDD               

was the military wing, while CNDD was the political wing (UCDP 2018). The Hutu rebellion               

started in 1993 after the assassination of the newly elect Hutu president Ndadaye by the               

Tutsi-dominated security forces. However, this was only the act that made the rebellion             

explode, because what leigh underneath before the assassination was a deep sense of             

frustration by the Hutus of feeling excluded, discriminated and exposed for violence. As told              

by a member of the former rebel group, the rebellion was necessary to combat the army                

which was exclusively made up by Tutsi and whom regarded the Hutus as enemies of the                

State which led to a regionalisation and ethnicization of the State apparatus (Nindorera 2012,              

p.14). As the conflict started as a reaction of a deep feeling of ethnic discrimination towards                

the Hutus by the Tutsis, the conflict was also fought mainly around these ethnic lines (Uvin                

1999, p.253). 

  

4.1.1 Conflict Cleavage Dimension 

The objective here is to entangle the ideas of CNDD-FDD regarding the issues of ethnic               

differentiation. In this dimension I want to capture the centrality, frequency and how the              

group represent this issue during this time period. By analysing and detailing the ideology of               

this period, I will in the second period see how the ideology can have changed over time.  
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The leadership was first picked up by Leonard Nyangoma, who led CNDD to start              

developing an ideology based in neo-patrimonial practices of regionalism, favouring people           

coming from his own home province of Bururi. The leaders of the rebel group claim to have                 

adopted an ideology based on a multiethnic movement, fighting for all people and not any               

specific group, however members of the group admit to presence of ethnic cleavages             

(Nindorera 2012, p.16). The CNDD-FDD wanted to present an official ideology of ethnic             

unification and fighting for all the people, but the ideas expressed were often conflicting. For               

example, in a radio announcement on a rebel radio channel CNDD-FDD announced 10             

commandments. In the eighth commandment, they state “..Eighth, we are committed to            

avoiding all those who seek to pit us against each other… because he is of the other ethnicity                  

because our fight is a fight for democracy and not for an ethnic group” [author’s               

translation](Ndarishikanye 1999, p.281). They blame the State and military forces to be a             

divisive force trying to ethnicize the conflict but claim themselves to be fighting for all the                

people. However, in the same transmission they explain that the current prime minister is the               

leader of the Tutsi militia, and that all young Hutu must leave school and join the rebellion,                 

and then go on to justify preventive attacks on Tutsi population (ibid, p.281-282). The rebel               

group is showing obvious contradictions with first claiming to not fight for any ethnic group               

but at the same time encouraging preventive attacks on Tutsi population. So even if they               

attempt to portray themselves as fighting against the ethnic differentiation and not fighting             

along ethnic lines, they clearly do so at this time.  

  

In 1995, CNDD presented a political manifesto to get to know the ideas of the group. In this                  

manifesto they express similar ideas as before, which is an ideology not based on ethnicity               

but in bringing together all groups. 

“In conclusion, the government convention devoted the culmination of the coup d'état of 21              

October 1993. These are the reasons that gave birth to the CNDD. It brings together all                

political parties and individuals of all ethnicities - no offense to its detractors - anxious to                

restore democracy in Burundi through the peaceful and respectful of the constitutional and             

legal order.” [author’s translation] (CNDD 1995, p.3) and “It is known to everyone that the               

CNDD counts Hutu as Tutsi in its ranks.” [author’s translation] (ibid, p.3). In this early               

political manifesto, the focus in on demonstrating that the group do not have an ideology  
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based around ethnic differentiation, but rather a ideology based on inclusion of all groups.  

 

“The CNDD-FDD informs both the national and international community that it will not             

accept the codified ethnization and balkanization of Burundian society through the           

institutionalization of the petty system of ethnic quotas” [author’s translation] (ibid, p.3).            

They are throughout the declaration very critical of the ethnic quotas which are part of the                

Arusha Peace Accords as expressed in the quote, trying to further demonstrate their ideology              

of being opposed ethnicization. But that they are against ethnic quotas perhaps does not have               

so much to do about their ideology of opposing ethnicization, rather the fact that they do not                 

consider a ethnic quota shared 50% Tutsi and 50 % Hutu to be fair, instead wanting it to                  

represent the numbers CNDD-FDD have of the Burundian population, which is 85 % Hutu,              

14 % Tutsi and 1% Twa (Rufyikiri 2017, p.231-232). This is problematic, as the strategy and                

official ideology of the group at this time will be captured by the framework as being less                 

divisive and against differentiation of ethnicity. But if the official ideology expressed of             

being against power-sharing between ethnic groups because it is a ethnicization of the society              

is just a facade, and that the real reason for expressing those ideas is instead a strategic reason                  

as they consider the ethnic group they represent to be the clear majority and would lose                

influence on a power-sharing agreement, the framework will not be able to work effectively              

capture the change. With this in consideration, a use of secondary sources to confirm how the                

ideology might change will be added to the analysis of the official ideology from the party                

documents. 

  

4.1.2 Peacebuilding Dimension 

In this section the aim is to capture the centrality, frequency and how the issues of attitudes                 

towards conflict resolution mechanisms and pluralism are presented. The peacebuilding          

dimension wants to capture to what extent parties seek to reorganize themselves into being              

more compromise-oriented and pluralistic. Lastly, the openness issue is discussed and how it             

relates to the peacebuilding dimension.  

  

With regards to their view on a pluralist democracy, the group state “The CNDD is deeply                

committed to pluralist democracy and elections by universal suffrage which alone give the             

world equal opportunity to access power and its various organs, and which prevents a handful               
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of individuals from taking advantage of it by the use of force to the detriment of the majority                  

of the population...“ [author’s translation] (ibid, p.3). So, their official ideology here appears             

to be positive of pluralism and encouraging it.  

In 2000, CNDD-FDD gives an declaration statement with criticism of the Arusha Peace and              

Reconciliation agreement, hereafter referred as the Arusha Accords, which was signed earlier            

the same year and was supposed to be the end of the Burundian civil war, although                

CNDD-FDD was not included in the peace negotiations. 

“It is important to note that at the beginning of the Arusha talks, the parties declared represent                 

political parties, but at the time of signing the agreement, each of the participants pretends to                

represent either the Hutu ethnic group or the Tutsi ethnic group to the exclusion of the Twa                 

ethnic group. Here the people in arms, gathered in the CNDD-FDD wishes to recall that the                

law on political parties in Burundi clearly mentions that no party with a divisive ideology               

(ethnicist, regionalist, clanist, etc.) can not be approved in Burundi” [author’s translation]            

(CNDD 2000, p.2). Here they further try to cement their ideology of being a group opposed                

to the ethnic differentiation in the country, blaming the parties who signed the agreement of               

being parties based around ethnicity. In the document a pessimistic view towards peace             

negotiations and power-sharing agreements demonstrates a negative attitude regarding the          

conflict resolution mechanisms. 

  

In a memorandum in 2002, during the peace negotiations with the government to come up               

with an ceasefire agreement, CNDD-FDD lists their grievances which they consider being the             

foundation of the Burundiis conflict (CNDD-FDD 2002). Number one on the list is the              

Universal Declaration of Human Rights which they quote and asks of all involving parties in               

the peace negotiation must act to defend and respect the fundamental principles of human              

rights.  

“The Burundian people, through the CNDD-FDD Movement, are demanding and expecting           

that the understanding in question and the concerns of the CNDD-FDD Movement from the              

International Community should be an interpretation of these noble principles so that they             

will be the foundation on which a new Burundi will be built.” [author’s translation] (ibid,               

p.2). By having it as their primary issue and referring to human rights throughout the               

memorandum, it is the idea they officially push the most in the negotiations. 
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After negotiations and a ceasefire signed in 2002, the CNDD-FDD and the transitional             

government finally reached a agreement in 2003, The Pretoria Protocol on Political, Defence             

and Security Power-Sharing, which started the peace process between the warring parties and  

established quotas in the military and security forces for the FDD (ibid, p.23). There was four                

separate agreements signed during 2003, which led to a comprehensive accord being accepted             

by both parties which stressed power-sharing and the implementation of the Arusha Peace             

Accords, which CNDD-FDD had rejected before and this marked the end for hostilities             

between CNDD-FDD and the transitional government (UCDP 2018c)(Rufyikiri 2017, p.231). 

4.1.3 Openness Issue in Rebel period 

A part of the ideology which becomes prevalent in these texts is the description made of                

being open to foreign states, both financially and as actors to assist in conflict management               

and conflict resolution. “To economic partners, especially the countries of Europe the Asian             

countries and the United States, the CNDD promises and ensures that it will work for an                

economic foreign investment and advocates genuine economic liberalism...” [author’s         

translation] (CNDD 1995, p.5). They also ask for international assistance in the conflict, for              

example “The dispatch of an international force to control the cessation of hostilities             

“[author’s translation] (ibid, p.4) or “The organization of an international conference on            

Burundi with the help of witness-facilitators who would be: the United Nations, the OAU, the               

friendly countries in particular from Western Europe and the United States, the neighbouring             

countries...”[author’s translation] (ibid, p.3). The ideology appearing here is one of openness            

to other countries and a willingness for cooperation. It is also a positive view regarding               

conflict resolution mechanisms clearly expressed in this initial document by the CNDD-FDD.            

The issue regarding openness I argue could be apart of the peacebuilding dimension, as the               

dimension is created to find ideological change in ideas related to compromise-orientation.  

A ideology of openness can be argued to be a sign if a party is more compromise-oriented or                  

not, as an actor positive towards cooperation and trade with other states or actors is an actor                 

more willing to compromise since that is required for cooperating with others or for creating               

trade agreements. A opposite ideology would be promotion of isolationism, seeing other            

states or actors with mistrust. A actor not willing to cooperate with others is a less                

compromise-oriented actor. This issue of openness therefor captures clearly what the           
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peacebuilding dimension wants to capture, which is if an actor changes to become more              

compromise-oriented or not.  

4.1.4 Ideology in Rebel Period era  

Here the goal is to give a quick overview of how the ideology is expressed during the rebel                  

period, to make it clearer to allow for comparisons in the following period. 

  

So, at this period, the official ideology of CNDD-FDD was to promote multi-ethnicism,             

pluralism, universal suffrages, economic openness, human rights and to restore democracy           

and the constitutional order. But at the same time, internal ethnic cleavages were apparent              

inside the movement and the call to preventive attacks on Tutsi population demonstrates a              

obvious contradiction with the official ideology. One should also have in consideration that             

during this same period CNDD-FDD was part in targeting the civilian Tutsi population             

(UCDP 2018a). The inconsistency between the official ideology and how the rebel group             

really acted can be contributed to the fact that the group was internally split, as the group                 

experienced both regional tensions and religious tensions, as well as contrasting views inside             

the movement of how to run a war (Nindorera 2012, p.16). 

 

Regarding the conflict cleavage dimension, one can observe an official ideology much            

opposed to ethnic differentiation. The peacebuilding dimension is also prevalent here, for            

example the view of democratic pluralism is clearly expressed in a positive manner by the               

rebel group, while the attitudes towards conflict resolution mechanisms is more hard to find a               

clear position, as they express an ideology of wanting to find a negotiated peace deal which is                 

clearly a positive attitude, but are also later extremely critical of the Arusha Accords, which               

they refused to sign. One of the clearer ideas expressed in this period is the ideas of openness                  

conveyed by asking help from other states and declaring their good will in pursuing              

cooperation in trade and economic policies with other states.  

 

4.2 Political Party Period 2004-2019 

In 2005, elections were held in which CNDD-FDD won and the leader of the former rebel                

group Nkurunziza was sworn in as president. Before the elections in 2005, CNDD-FDD             
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released a political document officially exclaiming that the rebel group now had turned into a               

political party (CNDD-FDD 2004). 

 

4.2.1 Conflict Cleavage Dimension 

Here I will address the issue of ethnic differentiation in this political party period to               

encounter if and how the ideology has changed regarding the conflict cleavage dimension. 

  

In 2015, a new cycle of violence erupted in Burundi as the president of CNDD-FDD,               

Nkúrunziza, ran for president a third time which is unconstitutional according to Burundian             

law (UCDP 2018e). This resulted in an attempted coup by high ranking officers inside the               

military and the rise of a new rebellion, and since then the government has been in a low                  

intensity conflict with the opposition, trying to eliminate all resistance (ICG 2017) (Human             

Rights Watch 2019). 

  

Since the outbreak of violence, an ethnicized rhetoric has again appeared and the security              

forces have targeted protestors in Tutsi-dominated areas of the capital city Bujumbura (Jones             

2015). In a meeting in November, the Senate president and CNDD-FDD member Révérien             

Ndikuriyo whom also is close ally to the president called on local administrators to be ready                

to initiate kora against the insurgents. This term comes from the Rwandan genocide and was               

used to encourage violence towards Tutsis (HRW 2015). 

  

During the 2015 elections, a youth group under CNDD-FDD called Imbonerakure, became            

infamous during this turbulent time for using violence and intimidation against the            

opposition. The group was started in 2010 and consisted of former fighters from the rebel               

group era of CNDD-FDD, and the group has an estimated 50,000 members. The Imbonekaru              

is inciting violence and the violent attack committed by the group has increased every year               

from 2015, and the UN High Commissioner of Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein reports               

that the group has a strong ethnic undertone in their speeches (Matfess 2018) (Reuters 2016).               

These reports and the concern of ethnic tensions and possible genocidal violence are             

completely denied by CNDD-FDD, which state in a communique in 2016 “People who stick              

to the genocide ideology and the mass graves as a business express a fear without limit and                 

would like to escape from the inter Burundian dialogue and the Truth and Reconciliation              
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Commision” [author’s translation] (CNDD-FDD 2016a). They instead blame the opposition          

of bringing up ethnic divides and continue to criticize the power-sharing agreement made in              

Arusha 2000, which they have always been critical of. “ The situation is here worsened by the                 

fact that the clergy was represented in Arusha 2000 in the ethnical debates that have led to the                  

power sharing between ethnics, whereas they knew very well that the ethnics were nothing              

but the products of the colonization”[author’s translation](CNDD-FDD 2016b). The         

argument that there exists no real ethnic difference, that the ethnicization is only a product of                

the colonization is something that the group have always presented. If this is their real belief                

or if it is a strategy to deny ethnic difference because they consider the Hutu the large                 

majority and therefore oppose the power-sharing agreements is difficult to decide. This            

official ideology of being blind to ethnicity appears as a facade, since the actions taken by the                 

president and party clearly contradicts this idea. Since 2015, a purge of the Tutsi minority in                

the military has been on going, breaking with the Arusha accord of having a multiethnic army                

(FIDH 2017). Considering this context after 2015, It is a clear negative shift on the issue of                 

ethnic differentiation and an adoption of more hostile ideology.  

4.2.2 Peacebuilding Dimension  

Here I will outline the ideology expressed in this later period with regards to the issues of                 

attitude towards conflict resolution mechanisms and pluralism to be able to compare the             

change over time. In the separate following section I will continue to develop the new issue                

of openness and compare the change over time. 

  

In the first political document released as the CNDD-FDD turned political party            

(CNDD-FDD 2004), the focus of being against the ethnicization and representing a            

multi-ethnic movement is missing, as are the expressed ideas about pluralism. The ideology             

which were expressed in the communiques or other documents released by the CNDD-FDD             

during its time as a rebel group faded in the times after becoming a ruling political party                 

(ibid) (CNDD-FDD 2006). The promotion of democratic ideals is officially however still            

emphasized, for example in an declaration in 2011, one year after CNDD-FDD winning their              

second election, they lists 10 promises of which the first one reads; 
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“The CNDD-FDD party is more committed to keeping in mind that strengthening peace,             

justice and democracy is the foundation for sustainable development” [author’s translation]           

(CNDD 2011, p.2). 

  

In general, the policy documents, manifestos or speeches do not demonstrate a clear ideology,              

but rather focused on general ideas of development policies. This may however be explained              

by the fact that now as a ruling party they can not just rely on a wartime opposition ideology                   

focused on changing a system, but now have the responsibility of running the state. At the                

same time as the party wants to emphasize democracy and their ambition of defending it,               

already during their first term in power the government decreased the rights of other political               

parties, arrested critics, silenced the press and perpetrated human rights violations           

(International Crisis Group 2006). From the start CNDD-FDD demonstrated an authoritarian           

tendency, which unfortunately has worsened with time and especially since 2015 when            

CNDD-FDD and the president Nkurunziza once again ran for election which was            

unconstitutional. 

  

In this dimension, a negative shift is observed from the earlier ideology expressed. In the               

rebel period ideas positive towards pluralism and democracy was significant, but in the             

political party period the issue of pluralism is ignored and although CNDD-FDD tries to              

demonstrate an ideology positive towards democracy the actions and development by the            

party and president speaks another truth. Using the definition of a negative minimalist shift              

being “not adhering to the rules of democracy” , the CNDD-FDD has clearly shifted              

negatively over time. Regarding the issue of attitudes towards conflict resolution           

mechanisms, CNDD-FDD criticizes the Arusha agreement and the party has been           

undermining the agreement, as Apuuli (2017) states that the CNDD-FDD has resorted to             

violence and other methods breaking with the agreement in their quest to consolidate power.              

So a clear negative minimalist shift of “a negative discourse towards signed peace             

agreements” can be found here.  

 

4.2.3 Openness Issue in Political party era 

The expression of an ideology open for trade and/or cooperation with other states has              

diminished and can no longer be visible in the policy documents of the CNDD-FDD. This               
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part of the ideology was very clearly expressed in documents before turning into a ruling               

political party, so the shift in this part of the ideology is the clearest one. Another indication                 

on a shift with this issue is that in several of the documents analyzed it exists a criticism of                   

other states and actors, blaming political problems on neighbouring countries, the African            

Union and Belgium. So from the rebel period with ideas promoting cooperation with other              

states and trade to the ideas now articulated by the party it is a clear negative shift, as the                   

definition of a negative minimalist shift is “a discourse manifesting negative ideas towards             

cooperation and trade with other states or actors”. This issue can add on to the peacebuilding                

dimension as it is a sign of a more or less compromise oriented ideology, just as the issues of                   

democratic pluralism and attitudes towards conflict resolution mechanisms. In this case the            

ideas regarding democratic pluralism and attitudes towards conflict resolution mechanisms          

was harder to capture, so to test and develop the issue of openness might make the framework                 

even more useful to capture ideological change. The openness issue in this case correlates              

with the other issues measuring the compromise-orientation, which gives a indication that it             

captures the compromise-orientation of CNDD-FDD. To be added on in the future, the issue              

has to be tested on more cases and the arguments for why the issue can capture                

compromise-orientation has to be examined.  

 

4.3 Change in ideology  

This section will summarize the ideological change observed over time, outlining how the             

different issues have changed.  

In terms of the conflict cleavage dimension, the CNDD-FDD has remained with a similar              

official ideology in the sense that they argue against ethnic differentiation, presenting an             

official ideology supposedly on including all Burundians. However, like before CNDD-FDD           

became a political party, the actions and context in how they are acting outside of the                

ideology they present are far different, demonstrating an increase in ethnic language and             

differentiation especially after 2015. According with the negative minimalist shift on the            

ethnic differentiation issue being “a increase xenophobic language directed at the ‘other’ and             

especially the dominant ethnic group”, CNDD-FDD has clearly shifted negatively with the            

recent development after 2015.  
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Considering the peacebuilding dimension, and the idea of democratic pluralism a obvious            

shift can be observed over time. In the rebel era, a focus of the group was to formulate an                   

ideology of being positive to pluralism, promoting pluralism in their political manifesto. This             

idea of pluralism has diminished completely, perhaps not surprisingly as CNDD-FDD has            

become more and more authoritarian since their capture of power in 2005. With the              

unconstitutional action of nominating Nkurunziza for a third term in 2015, and the crackdown              

on political opposition, a negative minimalist shift of “not adhering to the rules of              

democracy” is obvious. It could be argued to even be a negative maximalist shift of “a                

complete rejection of pluralism” as any opposition to CNDD-FDD is harassed, intimidated,            

and does not have any realistic chance to increase support in elections (Freedom House,              

2018).  

Considering the first issue of the peacebuilding dimension, attitudes towards conflict           

resolution mechanisms, one can see that CNDD-FDD are critical of the peace agreement             

Arusha Accords, and have in recent years increased the criticism of the agreement. They              

neither are bringing up their role in negotiating a peace agreement or as protectors of peace. It                 

is a clear negative minimalist shift of a negative discourse towards signed peace agreements,              

and with the recent progress of CNDD-FDD undermining the Arusha agreement, a negative             

maximalist shift of a complete rejection of signed peace agreements is not far away at the                

current stage.  

The new issue of openness is the one demonstrating the clearest shift between the periods. In                

the rebel period era, the group presented an ideology of being open and encouraging              

cooperation with countries all over the world and the issue appeared central in texts. These               

ideas changed rather drastically in the years of becoming a political party, and now many               

documents are instead critical of other countries and unions for their problems, blaming them              

for internal problems, and the positive ideas expressed towards cooperation and trade is             

lacking. A negative minimalist shift of “a discourse manifesting negative ideas towards            

cooperation and trade with other states or actors” is apparent.  
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5.0 Discussion 

The theoretical framework works well of capturing ideology as all issues are discovered in              

the texts, and they appear in this case to capture what they are set out to do, namely changes                   

in hostile attitudes and compromise-orientation. The lack of definitions for what would be             

considered a negative shift was a problem, as I noticed early on it was a possibility for a                  

negative development in this case. The added negative shift definitions can be further             

developed, but they are needed as to have a clearer analytical framework to work through.               

One factor I considered while doing the analysis of the political party period is that the                

framework perhaps does not work as well for capturing the ideology in a ruling political party                

the same way as a none ruling party. For example, the attitudes towards conflict resolution               

mechanisms might not be as clearly expressed by a ruling party such as CNDD-FDD because               

they are likely the winners of any potential peace agreement. The likeliness of a ruling party                

criticizing a peace agreement signed which led to them winning political power might be              

smaller than if the political party did not win political power. To discuss how an actor                

becoming a ruling party can affect the ideological change over time would be a necessary               

addition in future research.  

The new issue suggested being added on to the framework, openness, was interesting to this               

case as it was clearly expressed in the texts and the shift over time was the most obvious out                   

of all off the issues. My arguments and assumptions of how openness reflects an ideology               

more or less compromise-oriented should be tested as to decide whether it can be used to                

capture the compromise-orientation the same way or better than the issues of pluralism or              

attitudes towards conflict resolution mechanisms.  

 

6.0 Conclusion 

The ideology of CNDD-FDD has changed significantly over time, becoming more hostile            

recently and less compromise-oriented. This is clearly captured by the framework of Sindre             

(2018) in which the results of the analysis are based on when finding negative shifts in both                 

the conflict cleavage dimension and the peacebuilding dimension. Negative minimalist and           

maximalist shift are defined as to make the theoretical framework more useful and precise to               

capture a possible negative development of the issues. A new issue, openness, is suggested to               

be added on to the peacebuilding dimension. The openness issue is suggested to be further               
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developed and tested to eventually be added on to the peacebuilding dimension as I argue it                

can capture if an ideology is more or less compromise-oriented. Further research should test              

the new issue as part of the peacebuilding dimension to see if it is useful in other cases and                   

can be added permanently to the framework.  
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